Hear Our #FoundingFathers!

- Hear our #FoundingFathers! Treat all who live on your shores with respect...“May the children of the Stock of Abraham, who dwell in this land, continue to merit and enjoy the good will of the other Inhabitants....” George Washington

- Hear our #FoundingFathers! "[T]hat the opinions of men are not the object of civil government, nor under its jurisdiction...” Thomas Jefferson

- Hear our #FoundingFathers! “…to suffer the civil magistrate to intrude his powers into the field of opinion and to restrain the profession or propagation of principles on supposition of their ill tendency is a dangerous fallacy, which at once destroys all religious liberty." Jefferson

- Hear our #FoundingFathers! Religious Freedom = Freedom of Conscience! "The Religion then of every man must be left to the conviction and conscience of every man: and it is the right of every man to exercise it as these may dictate." James Madison

- Think #KeepFamiliesTogether #ImmigrantJustice. Then…Hear our #FoundingFathers! "Driven from every other corner of the earth, freedom of thought and the right of private judgment in matters of conscience direct their course to this happy country as their last asylum." Samuel Adams

- Hear our #FoundingFathers! Real religious freedom…isn’t just for some of us. "While we are contending for our own liberty, we should be very cautious not to violate the conscience of others, ever considering that God alone is the judge of the hearts of men..." George Washington

- Hear our #FoundingFathers! "Conscience is the most sacred of all property." James Madison

- Hear our #FoundingFathers! "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof." U.S. Constitution #FirstAmendment